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Introduction 

two different theo 

meeting house is called the Cobscook Friends Meeting House and is 

>cated in Whiting, Maine. The project was conducted betwee 

9 and March 12, 2000. 

logically orientated to be 

Jesu 1S iy God's 

and was sent by Him to preach and teach about the kingdom of 

and to die on the cross for humankind's sins They also 

ifrer His ascensic Hiz apirizt 

{v 

Quakers, and 

earth and 

they do not believe that 

group believes that their 

"inner light" is the manifestation of God and that this 

manifestation is the only significant factor in their 

communication 

My pastors roject was to offer an adul education course 

to both views and 

in which we 1li  



'sely Le ilral area that could not support two churches 

for Quakers wi ese differing views. In an urban or suburban 

area, or even in a more thickly populated rural area, there would 

undoubtedly be two different churches 

surprisingly, there i 10. G1 sion between these 

groups of Quakers, but on issues of the Gospel I suspect 

there might be. In the past, our adult education classes 

peen either of a historical nature--for example, about some 

noteworthy Quaker--or on a subject such as prayer or 

rituality. The Gospel of John was a new undertaking for us 

which I, as clerk of meeting, wanted to make a success. 

course I DU 0 te how God and Jesus 

tudying the Gos 0: 

person of Jesus Ch 

meaning for each group, upon reflecting on this, 

could demonstrate how God and the person of 

can become real to each roup in their own way. The 

would appreciate the way in which the Apostle John 

accomplishes this by associating the works of Jesus solely 

through the Father. As John 5:17 relates, "But Jesus answered, 

still working, and I also am working.'" 

table way of showing how God comes into play 

both of these theologically  



My goals for the plan of action were these: 

1. The course will affirm "that of God" in sach student. 

All students are to be held equal, and, as the facilitator, 1 am 

not an authority figure. As our silence envelops us in the group 

setting, all students will be able to experience the spirit or 

the "light within. ® 

All students will be able to affirm the possibility of 

revelations in their own spiritual lives. 

Quakers, we should realize the author >f personal 

9 a8 paramount in our spiritual lives. 

all students to conne 

m 1 

'he Bible study will affirm our 

a community of faith, 1: want both groups ro find out 

about God's love by way of the Gospel of John and the works of 

Jesus, demonstrating, whether one believes that Jesus Christ was 

the son of God or an outstanding example of humanness on earth, 

that it was throug! 1s life that God's love was made visible on 

earth. 

education course was divided into six se 

once a week. I arranged the study so th 

1 acted more as a facilitator than a teacher, thereby encouraging  



the students to reflect and through their own discussions reach 

the goals I have outlined above. In other words, through their 

reading and discs lon oth groups, in their own ways, reached 

the goals I 

Chapter II 

In preparing to facilitate this course, I met with our 

Ministry and Counsel Committee. The four committee members with 

1a AT T 
ANA A 

20 them that I was doing a Master's Project vs fe 

I askec 

of John they thought wer 

study group, having them focus on the 

provided as possible cholces. Next, I asked 

them to make selections that concurred with their personal 

experiences and with their tradition as Quakers. I gave them de 

home and reflect upon in the weeding-out 

In time they responded by mai their revised lists of 

Some members even went ar as to reread the Gospel 

of John before making their selections. In the final draft, they  



eliminated 13 of my original 36 selections. The following list 

at remained. 

J2heve was a man sent from God, whose name was 

E a witness to testify to the Light, so that 
Lght Ne through him. He himself was not the 

but he came to testify fo the Light. The true Light 
enlightens everyone, was coming into the world. 

cha 1:23. "1 am the voice of one crying out in the 
wilderness, 'Make straight the way of the lord, '" as the 
prophet Isaiah said. 

John 1:26. John answered them, "I baptize with water. 
Among you stands one whom you do not know, the one who is 

coming after me; I am not worthy to untie the thong of hi 
sandal.” 

Joh 1:33. I myself did not know him, buf the one 
me to baptize with water said to me, "He on whom you 
spirit descend and remain is the one who baptizes 
Holy Spirit.” 

"He who has the bride is the bridegroom. The 

who stands and hears him, rejoices 

voice. For this reason my joy 

"Everyone who drinks of 

but those who drink of the 

thirsty, The 

in them a spring of water 
at ons 

John 8:12. Again Jesus spoke to them, saying, "I am the 
light of the world. Whoever follows me will never walk in 
darkness but will have the light of life." 

John 8:5. "As long a3 I am in the world, I am the light of 
the world." 

John 8:39. Jesus said, "I came into this world for 

judgment, so that those who do not see may see, and those [Yo 3 W 

who do see may become 

nor 

No GQOWT  



one takes it from me, but I lay it down of my own accord. 
have power to lay it down, and I have power to take it up 
again. I have received this command from my father." 

John 11:25-26. Jesus said to her, "I am the resurrection 
rt the life. Those who believe in me, even though they 
die, will live, and everyone who lives and believes in me 
will never die." 

"Wnile you have the light, believe in the 
that you may become children of the light." 

13:20. "Very truly, I tell you, whoever receives one 
whom I send receives me; and whoever receives me receives 
him who sent me." 

John 14:6-7, Jesus said to him, "1 am the way, and the 
Lruth, and the life No one comes to the father except 
through me. If you know me, you will know my father also. 
From now on you do know him and have seen him.’ 

John 14:312~14. "Vary truly [ tell you, the one who 
believes in me will also do tI works that I do and, in 

these, because I am going 

1 you ask in my name, SO 

may be glorified in the son. If in my name 

anything, I will do it." 
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John 14:16-17. "And 1 will ask the father, and he will give 
you another advocate, to be aTLh you forever, This is the 

pi whom the world cannot receive, because it 

nor knows him. You know him because he 

and he will be in you." 

"Whoever does not love me does not keep my 
the word that you hear is not mine, but is from 

who sent me." 

John 3-1 "As the father has loved me, so I have loved 
you; abide in my love. If you keep my commandments, you 
will abide in my love, just as I have kept my father's 
commandments and abide in his love.’ 

"You did not choose me but I chose you. 

you +0 go and bear fruifr, fruit that will 

father will give you whatever vou ask him  



31-33. Jesus answered them, "Do you now believe? 
1s coming, indeed it has come, when vou will be 

ed, each one to his home, and you will leave me 
I am not alone because the father is with me. I 

said this to you, so that in me you may have peace. In 
world you face persecution. But take courage, I have 
uered the world!" 

21. John 18:36. Jesus answered, "My kingdom is not from this 
world. If my tan were from this world, my followers 
would be fighting to kee ne from being handed over to the 
Jews. Bur as] is my kingdom 1s not from here.® 

From then on Pilate tried to release him, but 
cried out, "If you release this man, you are no 

the emperor. Everyone who claims to be a king 

elf against the emperor." 

nen Jesus had received the wine, he said, "It 

ed. Then he bowed his head and gave up his 

that through this process the committee members all 

and came up with the best possible collective list of 

liffering groups. 

first meeting with the second group of people, the 

itself, occurred on February 6, 2000, at 11:30 a.m., after 

usual meeting for worship. Six members of the Religious 

Class, including myself. 

ctions on how the 

I ed a preprinted page including the definition 

"theological reflection” from the book, The Art of Theclogical 

Theological Reflection is the discipline of exploring our 
individual and corporate experience in conversation with the 

8  



Wisdom of a Religious Heritage. The conversation is a 
genuine dialogue that seeks hear from our own beliefs, 
actions, and pers LRA as ee as from those of the 
tradition. It resps the integrity of both. Theological 
Reflection hn roteot may confirm, challenge, clarify, and 
expand how we understand the religious tradition. The 
outcome 1s new truth and meaning for living. (De Beer and 
Killen, viii) 

ed a drawing on how tradition and experience affect 

ical reflection (see appendix). 

had prepared a packet of instructions plus two pages of 

-he five questions to be asked about each of the passages fror 
+ 
Xe 

John, My instructions were as follows: 

At the beginning of the course, the students will have the 

owing five questions on a sheet of paper in front 

What is John's main point in the passage? 

What new light do I find in this particular reading 
John? ’ 

my experience? 

nplications of this passage for my life? 

problems do I have with this passage? 

sh continuity in the course, we would 

rder in which they appear in the Gospel 

2rson begins to read a selected passage, the 

students will follow along in their own Bibles. If they 

more than one version of the Bible, we will read  



versions of that particular pas: this should 

te reflection. 

After the passage 1s read, the students will reflect in 

silence and after a few minutes begin to reread the passage and 

write notes in response to each question. Each student will do 

this at his 

After fifteen or twenty minutes, or whenever everyone has 

finished writing, sach student, one after another, will read 

their response to the first question. After everyone has read, 

we will pause for silence and then begin the remaining questions 

This will enable every student to speak to 

Thus, all students will gain insight from the 

ilence, each student will reread 

and rewrite his or her answers after reflecting on 

what the others have said. The students then will take turns 

to the others, thereby allowing all of 

the udents tc > f . on the second set of answers. With this 

technique, the students not only gain insight into their own 

answers, but they also gain insight from all the other students 

rom John that we began to reflect on was 

"There was a man sent from God, whose name was John. 

witness to testify to the light, so that all might 

10  



Him. He himself was not the light, but he came 

the light. The true light, which enlightens 

veryone, was coming into the world." 

As we began 

immediately that the stude were somewhat uncomfortable 

acting on one passage from the Gospel of John at a time. 

usual in Bibl lasses, to read 

discuss the material The procedure to be 

followed, I felt, was new to them and would require some getting 

used to. 

When we began to read our answers to the questions on the 

passages from the Gospel of John, the students were 

elr own experiences in the light of being 

ua Soclety 

might give "the wrong answers" to the 

that ere were no right or wrong answers; 

reflecting on our own personal experiences and 

passages of John. 

the group had never 1 the Gospel of John, or, 

matter, any part of the Bible. It seemed to me that he 

at a disadvantage and perhaps had an advantage in not 

knowing the events that fo: rec His reflection was as pure as 

a child's in a brand new world, and it was an inspiration to 

wat Cl VO. Ned lL  



other flicker of hope came as we reflected on John 4:13- 

"Jesus said to her, 'Everyone who drinks of this water will 

but those who drink of the water that I will 

spring of water gushing up to eternal 

when one woman said, "Isn't 

atumbling blocks that did ogcur in the first 

fifth question: "What problems 

everyone, the problem was the 

eliminated the question in the next five 

Another problem arose during the first session: The 

elt that they dic have the background of the Gospel 

into perspective. I certainly agreed 

ospel of John to be read in equal 

of the 

second meeting of the class occ on February 13, 

at 11:30 a.m. after morning worship, with the same 

igious Society of Friends present. 

long with passing out two pages containing the 

asked of each passage, also 

~ributed the 3 from the book, The Art of Theological 

eflection (see page 8) I hoped that between meetings the 

contents would enable 

them to become more pS 

12  



It was obvious at the second meeting that the students were 

more comfortable with the material after reading that portion of 

the Gospel of John in which the passages occurred and gaining 

students were becoming accustomed to the 

1g both individually and as a group. 

light was that one woman in the study 

Greece doing archaeological. and 

brought in 3 

deal of light on some of the 

a problem for us. For 

devil had already put it into 

Simon Iscariot, to betray him." We 

the word "devil™ 

stronger than intended, and as reflected 

decided that Judas might have been 

our way to underst 

On the other hand, becoming too caught up in different word 

meanings could confuse or complicate the meaning of the passage 

for the students. For example, in John 14:12-13, Jesus says, 

"Very truly, I tell vou, the one who believes in me will also do 

the works that : and, in fact, will do greater works than 

these, because I going to the father. I will do whatever you 

ask in my name, so that th ather may be glorified in the son." A 

13  



The word "glorified" seemed to be a bone of contention for the 

students. Looking it up in the Greek dictionary, we found it to 

The students then surmised that, if the Father 

was {0 be praised in the Son, in order for this praise to occur, 

there must be an audience present iL occurred to me that this 

ight not be insightful to reflect on, and could in fact be 

counterproductive. 

said earlier, the students had read the portion of the 

Gospel of John that we covered in the session, and this made the 

1Ssag more meaningful for them However, it also led to freer 

ping the students on track, 

general discussion of the passage 

no doubt that the different versions 

and the Greek dictionary gave more insight 

doing so, they slowed down the study process. 

st a problem for the facilitator and does not 

students The effect on the students was one of added learning 

and deeper insight and reflection 

C. The third meeting of the class began as usual after 

meeting for worship, on February 20, 2000. The same students 

oresent as in the first two classes, with the exception of 

had a previous commitment.  



As before, I passed out the two pages containing the four 

questions to be asked of each passage. Stapled to these two 

pages was an excerpt from The Art of Theological Reflection 

containing four statements: 

When we enter our experience, we encounter our 
feelings. 

attention to those feelings, images arise. 

Considering and questioning those images may spark 
insight. 

4. Insight leads, if we are willing and ready, to action 
(de Beer and Killen, 21). 

I had hoped that the students, in reading this excerpt between 

classes, might be encouraged to kindle their own fires of 

students ere now : the material at hand 

and with each other. 1I8t es of following my elaborate 

instructional plans, they were now just reading the selected 

reflecting on them individually, and then reflecting 

them in a group setting. DCCULY 0 me to bring the class 

back to the original study formar, b Ln students were 

comfortable with the adaptations they had made and, for the most 

were reflecting both individually and collectively, 1 let 

them continue with the adaptations. After all, my job as 

facilitator was to encourage them to reflect, not to enforce a 

SF 113 
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Tl second passage we examined in the session was John 15:9- 

13, "As the fat has love 2, 80 I have loved you. Abide in 

my love. If you keep my commandments, you will abide in my love, 

just as I have kept my father's commandments and abide in his 

love." One student, the youngest class member at age 52, stated 

that she likened this passage to her own father's death. 

there had been a long time between his 

actual death, and this person had spent a great deal of that 

time with "the father." She explained that her father had been a 

religious man and believed in the gospels, and during this period 

in the Gospel of John, had 

At first; 

was quite "off the wall," but 

reflecting on it during and after the 

that it was not, and that what she was doing was gaining insight 

into the Gospel of John by drawing parallels between the Gospel 

0f John and esvents in her own father's life and death and 

N combining this experience with her own religious tradition. For 

the Baptist was a preview of the coming of Christ, 

her own father's illness and death a preview for the 

John. I believe that the parallels she had drawn 

and her father's life and death were deeply Rt ee 

meaningful for her.  



passage we examined during this class was John 

"You did not me but yC And I appointed 

go ‘and Dear fruit, fruit that will last, soc that the 

father will give you whatever you ask him in my name." One 

student mentioned that he thought the fruit was a netaphor that 

was carried through from the beginning of chapter 15:1, in whic! 

"I am the true vine, and my father is the 

vinegrower. This particular student also related over and over 

that, in the Gospel of John, Jesus proclaims that he is but an 

instrument of the father and is only doing his work. For this 

the metaphor of the vine and the fact that Jesus was 

an instrument of the father were of great importance. 

The fourth meeting of the class was held at 11:30 a.m. 

2000. All six of the original students were now 

in the other sessions, I ¢ ‘ibuted the two pages with 

the four questions to be askec each passage. I also included 

an excerpt from the book, The A of Theological Reflection, 

which included the four fo! Ing ¢ ions; 

"Listen to a conversation among co-workers or friends, 
paying attention to the images that are used. Which 
symbolize feelings? What feelings do they symbolize?" 
"Recall your conversation during a day. Identify 
situations where you used inages to express feelings or 
state the Crux of a situation.” 

"Recall a situation from the past een about which you 
had strong feelings. Re-enter that experience and from 
within it describe your physical sensations as fully as 

J  



0S81 ible until you find yourself saying, "'It's 
The words you use to fill in the blanks will 

Pe an image that captures the experience." 

lalogue in your favorite show or film. Do 

lze feelings and situation in the 
ner (de Beer and Filan, 40) . 

ations from this book 

students bring up images from their own life 

students, for the most part, were now reflecting on the 

at hand with ease. They were now used to the material, 

each other, and to me. Although my original study plan was a 

ittle awkward, being adults, they had quickly adapted and were 

non a roll,” so to 

The first passage that we addressed was John L 

answered them, 'Do you now believe? The hour is coming, 

has come, when you will be scattered, each one to his 

alone. Yet I am not alone becaus 

I have said this to you, so that in me 

the world you face persecution. But take 

courage, I have conqu the world.” After reflecting both 

individually and collectively, the group came to believe that 

Jesus was preparing the disciples for the huge effort they would 

on to make after his death, and he was also trying to 

face this effort with courage and cheer. It was 

a basketball coach talking to his players in the  



locker room at half time. It was a game plan; it was their 

destiny. 

The second passage that we tackled was from John 18:36, 

answered, "My kingdom is nol from this world. If my 

kingdom were from this world, my followers would be fighting to 

keep me from being handed over to the Jews. But as it is, my 

kingdom is not from here." One student related that it was the 

leaders and priests who had something to lose if Jesus was not 

ecuted. Another reflected that the contemporary world is still 

pretty much the same, in that one either loves or fears a new 

idea depending on whether one wants to maintain the status quo or 

All the students agreed that, over the past 2,000 years, 

despite technology, people have remained essentially the same. 

on to the last passage of the session, we reflected 

"From then on Pilate tried to releas but the 

Jews cried out, [ you release this man, you are no friend of 

the emperor. Everyone who claims to be a king sets himself 

passage, it was plain that there 

fering reflections. OCne student mentioned that the 

pressed that Jesus was king of the Jews and that God's 

was being carried out Another said that the event wa 

programmed by God and, if Jesus did happen to get away, that 

would ruin the plan. All agreed, however, that Jesus knew the  



ahead of time. In other words, God's plan f 

meeting of the class was on Sunday, March 5, 

2000, at the usual time. The faithful six were present, ready 

for instruction and reflection. 

As in the other sessions, I passed out the two pages with 

the four questions to be asked of each passage. Included with 

ns was another sheet of paper, with a quotation from 

The Art of Theological Reflection: 

Until our lives change as a result of what we have 

learned, insight remains incomplete. The Christian way 
itself is not primarily a matter of increased knowledge 
or understanding, but of incarnating the truth we 
receive so that we come to embody the love of God in 

the world. Then the course of our lives changes (de 

Beer and Killen, 43). 

quotation for the class would sum up for 

what our individual and collective journeys should 

from our theological reflections. 

Rather than pursue the planned passages, we had agreed 

previously to concentrate on chapter 20 of John for the fifth 

session and chapter 21 for the final session, 

first passage from chapter 20 that we engaged was verse 

not hold on to me, because I have not 

But go to my brothers and say to 

father and your father, to my God and 

After reflecting individually and collectively, the 

20  



wing reflections. At this time, after 

isible state but was not a 

know that he was returning to whe: ) d come, to the father 

who was also their father In shor Jesus was but an instrument 

the maker of that 

In our second engagement of the session, we approached John 

"Jesus said to him, 'Have you believed because you have 

Blessed are those who have not seen and yet have come 

sual agreement within the group 

passage meant, quite simply, that those who have faith 

physical proof have the 

th Lhe SASS 

1ese are written so that you may come to 

Messiah, the son of God, and that 

believing u may have life in his name." As one might 

there re vies that were poles apart on this passage. 

Individual reflections ranged from this passage being the actual 

word of God to its being a literary device to hold the reader's 

reflection on passage, and I certainly didn't 

used this passag 

bringing them togeth 

21  



This time, along with the usual papers, I also passed out an 

valuation paper for the course on the Gospel of John. My 

thought was that, if I passed the evaluation out during the fifth 

session, the students would have time to reflect and return the 

evaluation at the sixth session. The questions were as follows: 

What was the high point of the course for you? 

Did the content meet your needs? Explain. 

Did the format meet your needs? Please be specific. 

In what ways can the meeting follow up or continue this 

experience? 

class that the evaluation paper could remain unsigned, 

interested in the answers and not in who wrote them. 

Saturday, March 12, 2000, at 31:30 a.m. our class met 

and final time. Unlike the previous five 

did I include a quotation from The Art 

Since this would be the last time we 

would meet, I did not feel it was necessary or, for that matter, 

productive. 

I was glad that I had passed out the course evaluations at 

the last meeting, because this would leave us the class time to 

enjoy our final meeting and also make time for the students to 

selecting particular passages to reflect on, we 

entire twenty-first chapter as a unit and compared 

22  



it to the rest of the Gospel of John. As a group, I think we 

some meaningful reflections on the Gospel of John and 

Chapter 20 in particular. We came to believe that the Gospel of 

John is very real and believable and that Jesus's life is shown 

as anyone else's life might have been--full of doubts and 

disappointments. Jesus experienced human successes and failures, 

éven to the extent that he had to go into hiding near the end of 

his life. Yet we reflected collectively that he was not only 

massive and powerfully attractive in verbal and healing ways. 

And we thought that he was God's instrument proclaiming God's 

word and was indeed the Messiah. But we did not see | 

ro.e of a conqueror or a ruler of nations; rather, we saw him 

nore as spiritual leader proclaiming the Kingdom of God and 

enabling those who believed in him to have eternal life. 

Finally, as a group, we came to understand that the "signs" 

in John are simply directional signs on a roadway directing the 

reader to something beyond. This something beyond is the 

author's compulsion to make the reader believe that Jesus is 

truly the Christ and that his death was not an end in itself but 

a beginning for all humankind. 

At the end of the session, as we drank coffee and munched on 

okies, we a agreed that the most salient message of 

to do with our own relationship to God and to others at 

23  



our innermost level. We agreed that when we do not live in the 

light we build walls between ourselves and others and place our 

own way of seeing God in front of the underlying message. John's 

Gospel invites all of us to come together in communion and 

community! 

The knowledge I have gained from the implementation of the 

project 1s that when theological reflection occurs, it does not 

necessarily have to occur in nice orderly steps. My lesson plan 

for the students, I thought, were orderly and concise, and at the 

completion of the course all students would say in unison, "Ah! 

now know theological reflection!" This did not happen. By the 

the course had progressed (or 

to reading the passages, reflecting 

individually, and then reflecting and discussing them as a group. 

Since I am a person who likes to have everything prearranged in 

an orderly way, with no surprises, this was extremely perplexing 

to me. Finally, I came to realize that everyone does not grasp 

the concept of theological flection in neat, well-defined 

Truthfully, I think there are a few people who never 

concept.  



came tO realize that intellect perhaps has little 

bearing on a person's abllity to do this reflection. In our 

group there were some very intelligent people with fine 

analytical minds who, quite frankly, "didn't get it." These 

19:6 step 0p. as 1 call them, seem to approach everything in an 

orderly manner, one step building on another. They have trouble 

raping" from the heart of the matter to insight. I would liken 

to two men walking down a country road in the summertime 

When they approach some wildflowers on the side of the road, one 

man might count the flowers or notice their geometric position in 

lation to the rest of the countryside. The other man would not 

waste time doing this. He would go to the heart of the matter 

observe the beauty of the flowers and smell their fragrance. 

a nut A is the difference between a "stepper" and a 

“ferent approaches to theological 

first session, when we were discussing John 4:13-14, 

to her, ‘Everyone who drinks of the water will be 

thirsty again, but those who drink of the water that I will give 

them will never be thirsty. The water that I will give will 

them a spring of water gushing up to eternal life.'" 

The woman who exclaimed, "Isn't water a wonderful metaphor!" was 

indeed a leaper; she realized that the use of water as a metaphor 

brought about insight from the heart of the matter  



On the other hand, the woman who in the second session 

quoted from John 14:12-13--"Very truly I tell you, the one who 

me will also do the works that I do and, in fact, 

do greater works than these, because I am going to the 

father. I will do whatever you ask in my name, so that the 

father may be glorified in the son"--then immediately brought out 

a Greek-to~French dictionary to further’ define the word 

She was 

striving for academic and technical perfection, not theological 

ection. For her, theological reflection is not putting the 

heart of the matter into conversation with her Christian heritage 

and identifying new meanings for her life, but pure technical 

knowledge. Such people seem to zero in on the structure and 

academic nature of life and are less capable of reflecting. They 

the man who observes the wildflowers and is incapable of 

their fragrance, 

As John Shea relates in his book, The Spirit Master, 

v++80 there is a need for an initial surrender, a 
willingness to ponder the master's words and follow his 
directions. This surrender 1s not passivity. It is a 
psychic posture of receptivity which must be rigorously 
maintained. The mystery of the way of Jesus is not 
easy to discover and participate in. (135) 

I think the key word here is "surrender"--the surrender of 

oneself or the willingness to surrender. This surrender is not 

unlike verisimilitude, or the willing suspension of disbelief.  



Through this process, I came to believe that people can 

tradition. These people's lives can truly be enhanced by the 

exploration of this experience with their religious tradition. 

I learned that theological reflection causes us to move 

peyond what we feel sure of or what we feel is the right answer. 

this conversation between our lived experience and our 

religious tradition, we are confronted with insight into the 

heart of the matter. 

I passed out evaluation sheets for the course on the Gospel 

of John at the end of the fifth meeting. I did this so that the 

students would have a week to reflect before our sixth and final 

The questions asked were four: 

What was the high point of the course for you? 

Did the content meet your : Explain. 

Did the format meet your needs? Please be specific. 

In what ways can the meeting follow up or continue this 
experience? 

told the students that I really did not care whether they 

Or not, that what I was interested in was their J  



At the onset I must say that some of the answers the 

students gave were surprising and unexpected. What most of the 

students expected was not a facilitator guiding them to 

piper leading them in their journey into 

saw my Job as guiding and inducing 

not doing the reflecting for them. 

me, the high point of the course was listening to 

and then integrating these reflections into my 

nly one person agreed with me, and that person mentioned 

the interaction of the students with each other. Most of the 

other students thought that the different versions of the Bible 

and the Greek translation were the high point. I found it 

somewhat shocking that my students did not all agree with me. 

2. "Did the content meet your needs? Explain." From my 

Of view it did, because it enabled the students to reflect 

material. It also helped them listen to each other and 

what the others had to say. However, an overwhelming 

of students mentioned that they would have preferred to 

rtions of John, rather than the selected passages. 

to do the shorter passages because this would enable the 

cap" in their reflections, rather than make shorter 

the longer excerpts. One student was encouraging in 

her answer when she said that the passages were "food for 

thought."  



3. "Did the format meet your needs? Please be specific." I 

thought that the format was excellent and would induce much 

1 reflection. Most of the students thought that the format did not 

meet their needs, and they quickly adapted it. ly feeling here 

that the format was too different from what the students 

should have been. I think they had preconceived 

what Bible study should be, and they stuck with 

notions. However, I did not want to force the issue and 

lose my captive audience, I do admit that the format was a bit 

complicated, but I think it would have made the students take 
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mentioned that, after the format was adapted, 

the discussion seemed more spontaneous. It is safe to say that 

students did not like the format and were quick to 

thelr own use. 

what ways can the meeting follow up or continue this 

At last all were in agreement that we should have 

more study groups onthe Bible Unfortunately, all the people 

who would be intere ir irther study were probably already in 

this class. Although, as I said earlier, the class contained 

differing theological groups, it is still safe to say that only 

about six of the 30 meeting members would be interested in such 
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A question that presents itself to me as I write is, "Did 

the students answer the evaluation questions as individuals, or 

part of a theological group?" In reviewing the answers, I 

that they definitely answered the question as individuals 

and did not "group up" theologically. 

So, in conclusion, a somewhat disheartened instructor would 

to make the following observations: 

Although most of the students did not like my format, 

being adults, they adapted it to their own needs. 

They would have liked their instructor to be more of a 
teacher” than a "facilitator," 

They would have liked to study longer excerpts from the 

Gospel of John. 

Everyone agreed that further Bible study would 
beneficial to the meeting. 

Chapter V 

The Ministry and Counsel Committee were the first group of 

I engaged in the reflection process Af first, some of 

le members questioned why I wanted them to choose the most 

Of the 36 selections from the Gospel of John, After 

I explained that I wanted them to make the best possible choices 

for both theological groups, they were more than happy to comply.  



re 

First explaining the reason for their making the selections 

of the passages and then giving them the opportunity to make 

these selections at home added greatly, I think, to the final 

selection of passages. The freedom of taking the passages home 

the necessary time to reflect on the passages in light 

f thelr personal experiences and their tradition as Quakers. If 

I had not asked them to take the passages home, then I am afraid 

it would have been no more than a checklist for them to 

accomplish at our brief meeting. Although the chosen process was 

time~consuming, since some of the committee were not very prompt 

in returning their selections to me it was well worth the J 

question that could be asked at this point is, "Did the 

meet the goals that I laid ‘out in my plan of action?” 

goal was that the course affirm "that of God" in each 

student, and that all students be held equal. Although the 

facilitator, I was not to be an authority figure. Furthermore, 

as our silence envelops us in the group setting, all students 

would be able to experience the spirit, or the "light within." 

In answering, I would first like to say--and I have mentioned 

this before--that "all students did not reflect at the same rate 

or with the same intensity. For some students, theological 

reflection was easy, and they were able to reflect and to 

understand its implications in their lives. On the other end of 
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the spectrum were those people who were less able to do or 

understand the process of reflection. These particular people, 

said before, seem to be more concerned with technical 

implications. They are unable to "leap" from the 

heart of the matter to insight, and they seem to be somewhat 

"concrete® in their reflections. Of course, there are varying 

degrees of understanding between these two opposite poles. 

Perhaps the first goal should have read, "Can all students 

affirm 'that of God! in other students, and do all students 

experience the 'light within' to t yest. of thelr ability??? If 

had been the goal, then I could reply with a resounding 

However, there are different levels of understanding and 

al experience in any particular group of people, and I 

would definitely have tc say that the students experienced 

various levels of I God in others and in 

Discerning how much another person sees "that of 

nother or how much he or she experiences the "light 

within” cannot be done objectively. One can only make a 

subjective estimate. 

The second goal was that all students be able to affirm the 

ssibility of ongoing revelations in their own spiritual lives. 

akers usually believe that revelations are ongoing and not 

static I mean those writings that appear in the 

that most people think are unchanging. We believe 
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t all of life 1s a sacrament, and that ongoing revelations are 

part and parcel of life. For the students and myself, this goal, Y ’ g 

unlike the first, did not present a problem. 

The third goal was that, as Quakers, we should realize the 

authority of personal experiences as paramount in our spiritual 

Quakers do this perhaps more than some other 

denominations; it is ingrained in our psyche. The problem for 

us, and I suppose for other denominations, is to blend our 

personal experiences with our religious traditions and have 

conversation occur. We are very good at realizing our personal 

experiences, and perhaps not so good at blending these 

experiences with our religious tradition. It is especially 

difficult for a denomination that lacks creeds or doctrines, and 

non-Christocentric Quakers, being a Quaker means 

whatever one wants it to mean. This may seem bizarre to people 

of other traditions, but it is surely the truth. 

The major reason I began this project was to give meaning 

for the Gospel of John to Quakers coming from different 

theological vantage points, in hopes that their study would point 

out to them, despite their differing views, that God and Jesus 

can be made real and be reflected upon. I don't think that this 

study changed anyone's theological views, but I do feel that the 

study made the group as a whole more receptive to God and the 

his agent on planet Earth. 
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The fourth goal was that the course enable all students to 

connect the Bible witness to their daily lives. This goal ties 

into the third goal in that 1 wanted the Gospel of John to be 

meaningful in their lives. Here again, this is a very subjective 

matter and not easily discerned. But I can say in all honesty 

that by reading the passages and reflecting on them, the students 

surely have a greater understanding of the Gospel of John and how 

it applies in their own lives. At the time of reflection, they 

certainly connected the Bible witness to their daily lives. How 

long this would continue is anyone's guess. But the point 1s 

that thes id reflect and connect the Bible witness to their 

daily lives. 

The fifth goal was that the study affirm ongoing spiritual 

journeys in a community of faith. I also emphasized that I 

wanted both theological divergent groups to find out about God's 

love through the Gospel of John and the works of Jesus. 

I chose the Gospel of John particularly because it is the 

"spiritual Gospel" and has hidden meanings that work at different 

seems to me that for most Quakers the Gospel of John 

nd more believable than the other Gospels. Perhaps it 

easy to understand as the others, but it surely lends 

to theological reflection. 

felt that the uniqueness of the Gospel of John would tie 

and we would travel this  



road together in our study--not one group taking the 

other the low road, but traveling the same 

>gether as a community of faith. I think we 

accomplished this, and I am happy to have been a part. 

 



Appendix 

  

  

TRADITION ~~ EXPERIENCE 

THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION           

  

(From the Art of Theological Reflection, by P. Killen and J. de Beer) 
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